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Abstract: Machine Learning (ML) is ubiquitously on the advance. Like many domains, Earth Observation (EO) also
increasingly relies on ML applications, where ML methods are applied to process vast amounts of heterogeneous
and continuous data streams to answer socially and environmentally relevant questions. However, developing
such ML- based EO systems remains challenging: Development processes and employed workflows are often barely
structured and poorly reported. The application of ML
methods and techniques is considered to be opaque and
the lack of transparency is contradictory to the responsible development of ML-based EO applications. To improve this situation a better understanding of the current
practices and engineering-related challenges in developing ML-based EO applications is required. In this paper,
we report observations from an exploratory study where
five experts shared their view on ML engineering in semistructured interviews. We analysed these interviews with
coding techniques as often applied in the domain of empirical software engineering. The interviews provide informative insights into the practical development of ML applications and reveal several engineering challenges. In
addition, interviewees participated in a novel workflow
sketching task, which provided a tangible reflection of implicit processes. Overall, the results confirm a gap between
theoretical conceptions and real practices in ML development even though workflows were sketched abstractly as
textbook-like. The results pave the way for a large-scale investigation on requirements for ML engineering in EO.
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tems → Project and people management → Systems development, Software and its engineering → Software creation and management → Designing software → Requirements analysis, Human-centered computing → Human
computer interaction (HCI) → HCI design and evaluation
methods → User studies

1 Introduction
Machine Learning (ML) is on the rise and is examined and
utilised in many different fields of both research and industry. When it forms the basis of a vast variety of applications, it increasingly becomes a fundamental element of
practice and progress. However, the surrounding infrastructure and support resources for the conscious and responsible development of ML systems lag behind. There is
a lack of standardised approaches to store, manage and explain data, artefacts and experimental results [16, 12]. The
pursuit of new innovative applications and of even higher
accuracy scores in existing tasks dominates the field and
there are seldom enough resources to carefully plan, document or reflect the executed experiments [17]. This is
especially devastating in deep learning, where processes
and models are often particularly opaque and black-boxlike [12].
To harness the full potential of ML and to enable responsible development of ML-based systems more attention needs to be paid to understanding and supporting
the underlying development processes. This includes the
demand for efficient and established ways to document
provenance information, model characteristics and limitations of a system [8]. To build common standards and to
mature supporting systems more effort needs to be spent
in software engineering solutions [1].
Likewise, the field of Earth Observation (EO) underwent a paradigm shift from computational to data-driven
science, making ML approaches increasingly indispensable [27]. Remote Sensing devices are constantly in operation and produce tons of data. Satellites of the European
Copernicus project, for example, produced approximately
6 TB of data every single day in 2016. The amount of data
will increase even more through the years and makes domain experts facing the challenges of big data [11]. To this
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution
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The remainder of this article is structured as follows:
Section 2 briefly outlines the importance of ML in EO. Both
the interviews and the workflow sketching task are described and motivated in Section 3. Results are presented
in Section 4, interpreted and discussed in Section 5, and
concluded in Section 6.

Figure 1: Workflow No. 2 (WF2) – Example ML Workflow sketched by
one of the experts in the Think-Aloud task.

end, to ultimately support researchers from EO in structuring ML engineering, and to build appropriate software
engineering tools we first aim to empirically understand
real circumstances and requirements. While ongoing research mostly focuses on the perception of professional
data scientists in general [21, 1], we argue that developers from specific domains are likely to have individual requirements which should be carefully investigated. Moreover, transparency and verifiability are in terms of open
science especially worthwhile in a domain with huge scientific drive and impact, as EO.
The present manuscript, reports an exploratory study
that aims for the following contributions: First, to explore
current development practices. Special attention is dedicated to researchers’ perception of ML workflows, as they
play a pivotal role in collaboration and exchange within a
group. Second, to identify challenges in ML development
from the perspective of EO domain experts. Third, to sensitize for critical aspects that need to be considered in similar follow-up investigations. This initial investigation aims
to test the expediency of the investigation approach before
applying it widely.
To empirically gathers insights into tasks and MLrelated challenges semi-structured interviews were conducted. These extended with a novel think-aloud task to
capture internalised workflow conceptions of consulted
domain experts. This task is hereafter referred to as the
workflow sketching task. Reported observations focus on
two main research questions:
(RQ1) ML workflows: How do experts perceive their
own workflows? How is the expert’s conception of the
workflow structured? How similar are individual conceptions among different members of the same group? How
do the conceptions look like compared to textbook depictions?
(RQ2) Challenges: What do experts perceive to be the
biggest challenges in their own work, in EO, and in the general field of ML? What requirements can be derived from
that?

2 ML for Earth Observation
With technical advances in the field of Earth Observation
(EO), the quantity of available data grows exponentially.
Nowadays, satellites and research aircraft are constantly
in operation to collect a vast amount of heterogeneous
types of information about the world and its surface. Recent ML methods enable the processing and analysis of
these vast amounts of heterogeneous and continuous data
streams to find general patterns and infer hidden correlations. This property makes ML an essential pillar of recent EO breakthroughs. Beyond scientific advances, applications possess the potential to contribute to the global
welfare and to reform essential aspects of our society as
there are several humanitarian applications [15] and environmental aimed applications [23] of ML and remote sensing data. Some notable examples are, to name a few, tracking the retreat of snow and ice-cover [24, 13, 4] to measure
the impact of global warming or exploiting satellite data
to analyse refugee camp behaviours to forecast streams
of refugees [6]. These are only a few of many noteworthy examples of the exploitation of EO applications using ML techniques. In this regard, deep learning (DL) approaches are widely applied and discussed [27]. As Zhang
et al. put it: “[deep learning] is actually everywhere in [remote sensing] data analysis” [26]. Besides national and
international aerospace organisations holding an exceptional leading role and possess wide ranges of domainspecific knowledge, there are already commercial players
capable to compete in the run for new ML advancement.
These are often well-experienced in economically efficient
and product-orientated software development. To support
traditional EO institutes in keeping up even better with the
high pace of the ML development field, it is necessary to
understand the situation and researchers’ perception regarding the shift to data-driven approaches.

3 Methodology
In this section, we describe the general design and analysis procedure of conducted interviews. The uninformed
participants, who are mostly referred to as experts, were
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defined to be EO researchers who work on ML approaches.
The expert interviews were enriched with a novel implementation of a think-aloud task that was designed from
scratch and provides even more unbiased insights into the
experts’ implicit mental conceptions of ML workflows. The
interview transcriptions were analysed with coding techniques. Both tasks and the analysis are described in the
following three sub-sections.

(6) Self-assessment – Experts’ perception of their
own skills and obstacles in the context of ML.
(7) Closing questions – Explicit questions, e. g. concerning engineering challenges, were placed at the very
end to avoid priming. Finally, participants had the opportunity to further comment and pose questions.

3.1 Semi-structured interviews

Several different design and implementation decisions
need to be taken on the way to create ML-based systems. That may include among others handling a complex
data basis, different data preprocessing and data cleaning
steps, model selection, model implementation, hyperparameter settings, model deployment, and mastery of experimental results. Even though conceptual steps can be
mostly similar, the entire process usually requires a considerable amount of exploration. These typical steps and
how they are logically and chronologically connected in
reality are what we refer to as workflow. We aim to understand to which extent experts are involved in the different
steps and how much they are aware of their own workflow.
This desired insight is particularly conceptual and complex. Implicit conceptions are not always well-accessible
with explicit questions, especially when they include complex dependencies and subtle differences. To capture experts’ perception of ML workflows as accurate as possible
the interview was widened by a special element, inspired
by think-aloud tasks [19]. Participants were asked to sketch
their workflow on a blank piece of paper. No other information was provided and instructions were formulated as
open as possible to not imply any direction. There were
no specifications regarding the included elements, layout,
perspective, etc. The drawings were evolved very spontaneously and do not imply completeness or accuracy. They
are intended to reflect the individual perception of experts
and the general structure of cognitive conception. Within
the ML community, there is a broad understanding of what
ML workflows look like in reality. Numerous practical blog
posts and textbooks aim to make these abstract conceptions tangible (e. g. [22, 20, 5, 1]). Of course, there are differences in the variety of depictions. There is not one single implementation that is generally valid in all contexts.
However, certain characteristics can repeatedly be found
in exemplary workflows, which can be utilised to describe
similarities and differences. We derived the following set
of reference characteristics:
Sequential: The overall framework has sequential
chronology like a box-and-arrow format. It is not just a collection of unsorted bullet points.

Conducting semi-structured expert interviews is a wellestablished procedure, originally from psychology and social science, and proven for the exploratory examination
of requirements in both the contexts of software engineering [20, 14] and ML [3, 7]. Compared to fully structured interviews there is some flexibility regarding the course of
a conversation, which allows the experts to express their
very own perception without being primed by too explicit
questions. An interview guideline was predetermined to
help the interviewer to keep an overview of covered core
topics and to associate the experts’ statements with research questions afterwards. It also ensures comparability
and methodological validity.
The interview covered about 30 questions in total,
which were subdivided into seven main blocks. For each
of these blocks, there were defined lead questions that address the core information, and follow-up questions that
were anticipated to be useful in specific situations. A comprehensive list of questions can be found in the appendix
(Sec. 7.1). The interview was divided into the following
seven main parts:
(1) Technical Background – Basic information as MLrelated education, previous work experience, and the current research topic.
(2) Current work – Research topic and usual everyday task. Particularly, it was aimed to understand on
what level (theoretically, application orientated, development orientated), to what extent, and by which means researchers work with or on ML processes.
(3) Individual workflow – Conduction of think-aloud
task (Sec. 3.2), followed by prepared questions regarding
specific characteristics of the individual workflows.
(4) ML in own work – Details of particular steps, e. g.
the effort of time and work, collaboration, challenges and
troubleshooting.
(5) The Situation in ML – Shift of focus from an individual to a more general context, namely experts’ view on
best practices and state-of-the-art in a more general context.

3.2 Think-aloud workflow sketching
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Iterative: There are loops, cyclic dependencies or representations of decisions included.
Generic: It is an abstract depiction that is generally
valid, also for other people and different tasks.
Closed: The workflow consists of one overall system,
where all elements are embedded.
View: What are the perspective (e. g. developer- or
data-centred) and the scope of workflow? Are some parts
more prominently represented than others?
Accessible: Is it easy for the experts to withdraw the
process and to put it down on paper?

sequentiality and accessibility, and could be obtained from
transcriptions. With this preparatory work, it was possible to compare sketches by the defined characteristics. Finally, it was examined to what extent the (3) individual
workflow of each participant matches the oral description
of their work [(2) and (4)]. On basis of the contextualised
workflows and the composed responses to the particular
categories, it was possible to derive answers to the main
research questions.

3.3 Information processing and analysis

Results are roughly structured according to the research
questions that are stated in the Introduction: The workflows (RQ1) are, first, characterised by defined criteria of textbook-like depictions (Sec. 4.1) and, second, by
exploratory developed criteria (Sec. 4.2). Subsequently,
the most prominently discussed engineering-related challenges (RQ2) are discussed in Sec. 4.3. First of all, experts
are briefly characterised:
The experts were researchers (one female, four male)
between 24 and 31 years old with different native countries.
The duration of employment in the current research group
varied considerably, as two of the experts just started to
work in that position (less than 6 months) and the other
three were members in that group for some years already
(three years or more). Yet, looking at the total job experience in that scientific field, all participants appeared to be
on a fairly equivalent level.
Experts graduated in technical subjects that were all
directly related to EO or deep learning in any way. Backgrounds were still fairly individual, as some of the experts
are related more to computer science and others rather
stem from classical Earth Observation. All experts stated
that their university education covered ML approaches to
a certain extent, even though the focuses on mathematical
basics were unequally strong. All five participants explicitly define ML to be (one of) their core area(s) themselves
during the interview.

Since it is explicitly not intended to criticise or exposure
the work of contributing experts, every effort was made
to handle intimate information sensitively and to consider ethical reservations [18]. Each interview took about
one hour, leading to 320 minutes of voice record raw
data. Audio recordings were taken during the interview
and transcribed and anonymised immediately afterwards.
Personal details and linguistic idiosyncrasies that do not
convey contextual information were removed conscientiously. Thus, included citations may not reproduce the
very exact wording of interviewees in favour of intelligibility and integrity of anonymity. For the same reasons, workflows were not depicted with original handwriting but reconstructed neatly. The analysis of data was conducted
through coding in multiple extensive iterations of cleaning, reading and annotating as described (see [2]). First,
categories were determined deductively on basis of research questions. For each interview, relevant statements
that were spread all over the conversation were assigned
to the categories. Additionally, exploratory coding was applied based on the challenges that were brought up by
the participants. For instance, when a challenge was discussed by one expert it has been cross-checked, whether
and to what extent the others mentioned that or something
similar as well. This way, the weight of a certain issue could
be derived from the frequency, extensiveness and emphasis that it was discussed with.
In the think-aloud task, the complete thoughts were
uttered verbally, while only keywords were noted down by
the participants, which alone can be ambiguous. Therefore, verbally uttered explanations in the transcriptions
were linked to the corresponding elements in the sketches.
This enabled a sophisticated interpretation of experts’ expositions for the analysis of workflows. Also, the chronological order in which experts noted particular elements
was relevant, e. g. for the evaluation of the characteristics

4 Results

4.1 Workflows by criteria
The experts’ workflow assessments were captured in the
think-aloud task. For analysis, oral explanations were
linked to the sketched illustrations and finally categorised
utilizing pre-defined characteristics. Observations regarding each characteristic are discussed in the following, accompanied by an overview of interviews and categories in
Table 1. One of the exemplary sketches is displayed in Figure 1, the others can be found in the appendix.
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Table 1: Characteristics of Workflow Sketches – View is either
focused on the Researcher’s perspective (R), the Task(s) (T), or
Data (D).
Criteria

WF1

WF2

Sequential
Iterative
Generic
Closed
View

✓
✓
✓
✓
R

✓
(✓)
✓
✓
D

WF3
(✓)

T

WF4
✓
✓
✓
✓
R
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quite different and especially for the software part it is really individual”. These workflows include more individual
steps.

WF5
✓

T

In general, results demonstrate how experts implicitly understood the task differently under the same instructions: The authors of WF3 and WF5 had a strong focus on
their individual tasks and endeavoured to explain them
vividly, whereas the other three experts intuitively took a
step back to describe the bigger picture in a textbook-like
manner.
Sequentiality
WF1, WF2 and WF4 meet the expectations of a box-andarrow depiction of processes. Steps and dependencies are
clearly indicated by arrows. Also, WF3 and WF5 include
successive steps, but the form of presentation was more
like listed bullet points.
Iterations
None of the workflows was outstandingly comprehensive
regarding iterations. WF1 and WF4 include one loop illustrated with arrows. WF5 does not make use of arrows
in the first place, but dependencies are indicated by ifstatements. WF2 and WF3 do not explicitly show any iterations, but they were implied during all interviews, where
participants spoke of validation. Thus, the reason why
experts did not include iterations in their explanations
seems to be that they considered these dependencies to
be clear already: “Of course we have here in the machine
learning some validation.”
Generic
Even though WF1, WF2 and WF4 capture different views
they are all equally generic. Included steps are formulated
in an unspecific manner like “adaption” and “implementation”. One expert stated: “I just want to let you get the big
picture”. Experts were very aware that their drawings quite
simplify real conditions: “If you really want to dig into details, I can do that. I mean for each of the steps there are a lot
of details. Especially in the machine learning part.” In contrast, WF3 and WF5 focused a lot on the experts’ current
task, as reflected in the following statement: “The drawing describes my own workflow, not any standard. They are

Closed
WF1, WF2 and WF4 each follow one overall framework,
where all sketched entities are integrated. Compared to
that, WF3 and WF5 are structured differently: Drawings
consist of multiple detached sub-elements that are used to
explain certain details. Side stages for instance broached
the issues of concrete methodological approaches or particular tasks within their work. Therefore, identifying
the overall structure was more complex in analysis and
the corresponding figures deviate more from the original
sketches.
View
WF2 has a very strong focus on the data part of ML, as
half of the included steps are concerned with data acquisition, preprocessing and labelling. The core ML part,
where the learning happens, is still displayed as a blackbox step. All other workflows include data as well, but
not as prominently, as they only mention it once each.
WF1 and WF4 also display generic workflows, but from a
researcher-specific perspective as they include steps like
“literature review” and “writing paper”. Still, the focus is
of course on ML-related work. WF3 and WF5 also describe
the ML development from the researcher’s perspective, but
in a narrower scope related to individual problems. In Table 1, the different views are presented as “D” for data orientated, “R” for researchers’ perspective, and “T” for taskoriented.
Accessibility
When participants were asked to draw their workflow, all
of them started immediately to bring their thoughts to the
paper and explained their steps confidently. This task did
not seem to be difficult or intimidating for any of the experts. Minor differences could be observed regarding stringency and chronological structure of responses: Authors
of WF1, WF2 and WF4 were quite determined and sketched
the final version straightforwardly and without much rethinking, meaning they start their explanation with the
first step and finish with the last one in general. One of
the experts explicitly stated that (s)he does not draw this
for the first time: “I draw this in my paper (laughs)”. Also,
they draw nothing besides this one workflow. In contrast,
the processes of sketching WF3 and WF5 were embedded
in the conversation and thus more dynamic: Experts went
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more into detail at certain points, jumped back and forth in
their explanations and were more specific in their elaborations, which is also connected to the level of abstraction. In
these cases, corresponding Figures (2 and 5) do not show
the whole amount of information but only those strictly related to the actual workflow.
All experts agreed that the sketched workflow is clear
to them, but not easy to show and to explain to others, e. g.:
“It is clear, but it is not easy to clearly show it, because it is
not linear.”

4.2 Workflow by categories
The exploratory study design left room for the interviewees
to express individual and specific thoughts and to steer
the course of conversation. Thus, besides the analysis of
pre-defined workflows criteria in 4.1, categories have been
identified exploratorily in the transcriptions of experts’ explanation. The most prominent and significant categories
were ML as Black-box, intuition and experience in ML development, troubleshooting and Data processing.
Is ML a black-box?
A common conception of ML models, mostly deep learning models, is that they have black-box characteristics [12],
where input and output can be observed, but particular
processes are hidden underneath an opaque surface. This
issue has been addressed explicitly by four of the experts.
All of them share the same opinion, which can be summarised as follows: First, they differentiated between ML
techniques, as some of the classical approaches are comparatively transparent anyway. The back-box analogy only
refers to the opaquer ones, as deep learning approaches.
“For some traditional machine learning algorithms, we can
almost totally understand them. We can clearly see every
step. But for deep networks, it is a little bit difficult to fully
understand them.” Second, it depends on the perspective.
Outsiders might perceive deep learning as a black-box,
while researchers and developers from that field do not
necessarily. “I think it depends on different people looking at this. There are definitely people who don’t know
what’s happening inside.” Third, technological capacities
to “open the black-box” change over time. There is a lot of
research effort and processes are much better understood
as they were in earlier years. Experts are optimistic that
there will be further breakthroughs on that. “In the future,
it is maybe possible to understand a DNN fully.” None of the
experts agreed that ML is a total black-box. However, they

also do not entirely discard the black-box idea. One expert
described this condition as “grey-box”.
Intuition and experience in ML development
Another common conception is that ML development processes are largely driven by researchers’ intuition and experience and rather based on trial-an error [8, 16] than
on reasonable and traceable development standards. All
experts explicitly agreed to that assumption. Remarkably,
participants repeatedly touch this issue in statements on
other topics, as “These architectures are based more on intuitions” or “We need to decide with our mathematical experience.” Some statements are even more explicit: “I am
usually tuning hyperparameters based on my own experience. I mean there are no equations to calculate the best
learning rate.” One of the experts continuously describes
the situation in ML as “a big mess”. The high incidents of
such comments indicated the urgency of this issue both
implicitly and explicitly. It could be observed that experts
indeed perceive intuition and experience to play a role in
scientific ML development.
Evaluation and troubleshooting
An evidently relevant question is how to evaluate the current state of work, e. g. define the point at which the model
is good enough, and how to handle problems. Only one
of five experts even mentioned a scenario with clearly defined requirements, indicating this to be an exceptional
case. The experts prominently referred to accuracy measures and cross-validation. Yet, when digging deeper it always broke down to the comparison with literature references and state-of-the-art: “I need to evaluate the model
on the test data set, where I obtain the accuracy as the final result. Then I compare this result with all the other results.” and “The baseline is what you see in the literature
for the task.” Obviously, there are not many noteworthy alternative options of quality assurance. “You always want
to get better than before, but nobody knows how good it can
work.” Likewise, it seems to be tough to define a goal or
end state: “In the end – Yeah, when is the ending? It is hard
to say. You can always try to get better.”
Experts also reported difficulties that they face in
their work, but could not name any concrete problemsolving strategies. Discussed measures were for instance
web search, or asking colleagues for help: “I usually google
it first to see if I can get some practical results. If not, I
talk to other people, who have a lot of experience.” None of
the experts concretely mentioned any best practice troubleshooting strategy or agreed processes documentation,
which suggest that these kinds of solutions are rare.
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The role of data
Everyone in ML must care about data in some way. This
fact is also substantiated by the observation that data as a
keyword is included in all workflows. Experts considered
data processing to be among the most critical workflow
steps. One of them explained: “Some people say the analysis of data, but so far this is not the case for me” while another one stated: “The nature of the data is still really critical.” Three of five participants emphasized the complexity
of data-related tasks: “The difficulty in handling the data is
to figure out how to process it and how to save the data efficiently. This is hard as the amount of data is really huge”.
However, researchers are dealing with data to different extents, as some experts focus more on methodological ML
approaches. Two of them even described that they get data
and just apply their methods to that. We observed that the
nature and availability of included data determines individual processes a lot and is a central factor for requirements in ML development. This needs to be considered in
future investigation iterations, e. g. by differentiating between data scientists and ML algorithm developer.

4.3 Challenges by category
In the context of daily processes and tasks, experts extensively discussed individual challenges. They reported
struggling mostly with engineering-related tasks and not
always feeling confident about that part of ML. “For me,
there are a lot of challenges from the engineering point of
view”, is just one of many statements. This became especially evident in contrast to scientific challenges that were
described as rather general issues. By contrast, experts
seem to attribute engineering difficulties to their personal
skills such as “I am not a great coder and I do not have a
background in computer science or software development”.
While scientific and engineering aspects have been
equally discussed in the interviews, this report focuses on
engineering issues. They give useful indications regarding
development processes and enable us to derive concrete
requirements. Scientific challenges are mostly recognised
within the domain already and thus bear little novelty. Scientific categories were data sparsity in weakly or unsupervised learning, the opacity of DNNs, hyperparameter tuning with AutoML, and uncertainty of predictions.
Three main engineering categories could be identified, which are concerned with dependencies, experiments and models, and hyperparameters. These main categories and mentioned solution approaches are described
in the following:
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Dependencies in soft- and hardware
There is rapid progress in the field of ML and the updates
of tools and packages are accordingly frequent and substantial. Experts reported struggling with keeping their
ML pipeline up-to-date and aligned. The experts reported
huge transfer cost to convey existing code from one setting to another, e. g. from Caffe to TensorFlow. This does
not only restrict to the overall framework but also includes
updates of side packages or hardware changes. One of the
experts explained it as follows: “The problem with TensorFlow is that […] everything needs to be perfectly aligned.
And if anything goes up or down, it doesn’t work”. Even if
the process might be clear in theory there can still be a
huge overhead in alignment and maintenance of system
settings.
Managing experiments and model versions
The structuring of experiments includes keeping track of
different models, data and the provenance of information.
The experts explicitly pointed to this issue and uttered
concerns to different points of the interviews. They reported to struggle with reasonably organising ML projects
from scratch and maintaining and nurturing the system
when it grows. This especially pertains to bigger projects
with various developers involved. “The problem with machine learning is that there are always too many choices.
[...] It is really cumbersome.” Experts talked a lot about the
“ changing anything changes everything” characteristic of
ML development [17]: “I start training it and then I need
to change something. Then I change something small in the
code and I run it. So, I have a previous experiment and a new
one. And in the end, I have maybe 50 experiments. Now [the
challenge is] to see what were the changes that I did on experiment X.” One described main challenge is to keep track
of what change caused which effect on the outcomes.
Hyperparameter setting and tuning
“Hyperparameters are always a big mess.”, which is a wellknown problem in ML model training. This was also discussed a lot in the interviews and does not only include
optimisation and documentation of applied parameters,
but ideally a reasonable justification of the settings in the
first place. According to the experts, there is nothing like
guidelines or agreed best practices that tell how to handle
hyperparameters, which makes it especially subject to the
experience of developers. They stated that they use given
default values from the literature if there are any, even if
they would not entirely comprehend them: “I think the default value is there for a reason.” However, one expert explicitly criticised that there are too many people out there
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who “don’t care what’s happening inside. They just put the
data in and use the results.”
Discussed strategies on hyperparameter setting include finding the best or at least acceptable parameters by
intuition. While some of the experts seemed to be versed in
that regard, others are not that concerned with that: “Hyperparameter tuning is completely different. This is a very
big topic and I don’t do that at the moment.”
The issue of hyperparameter setting was discussed
both from an engineering and a scientific view. Again, participants were way more optimistic about the scientific
part: “Auto-ML is intensively working on it and I think, this
could be solved quite easily”.
Solution approaches
Experts also speculated how existing software engineering solutions could be tailored to their specific engineering challenges. They discussed the deployment of practical guidelines: “If there were some established references or
guidelines that one should follow, maybe that would help.”
These should be generally valid but still need to be taskspecific to a certain extent: “Something that is giving steps
you should follow for each case and tells how the test performances are. Where you have a metric of how good your
model will be before you even built it.”
Above that, experts even described a concrete software tool to organise experiments and answer questions as
“what part of the data set did I use”, or “what is the difference from one experiment to another.” Still, they were little
optimistic about the feasibility: “I don’t know if that is possible.” Further mentioned aspects that improve the ML development decisively are appropriately established repository management systems and the strong open source
community in computer science: “There is an online community and people post a lot of the problems”.

5 Discussion
In the workflow sketching task, we observed that interviewed ML researchers have a strong mental conception
of processes. With defined characteristics (Tab. 1) experts’
implementations can be classified into two groups: WF1,
WF2 and WF4 are pretty close to the hypothetical textbooklike workflow depictions, which is generic, iterative and
closed. They did not draw their own workflow that much
but stuck pretty much to the abstract general conception.
In contrast, the authors of WF3 and WF5 explained more
specific procedures in their current scope of tasks, which

led to a more detailed and realistic, but also less clear presentation.
Interestingly, response patterns in the sketching tasks
correlate with the outstanding heterogeneity of employment durations. WF3 and WF5 stem from the two recently
employed group members, while the former more abstract
depictions stem from the experienced group members.
This differentiation is not reflected in interview responses,
where all experts gave an equally knowledgeable impression in both the domain of EO and ML approaches. There is
a considerable gap between theoretical ML workflow conceptions and the practical development of ML systems in
earth observation. With increasing duration of affiliation
and experience in a certain project, the experts’ conception of ML workflows might approximate to the abstract
textbook-like version. Apparently, experts learn to bridge
that gap by viewing and explaining their own complex
work in a similarly abstract manner. All experts agreed
that real-world ML development is much messier and more
unclear as the conceptualised presentations give a hint of,
as commented by one expert: “You have to learn it the hard
way”.
Deduced workflow-related categories emphasize the
necessity of software engineering tools to facilitate responsible ML development: Experts discussed the black-box
characteristic of ML models, the experience-driven development and the shortage of troubleshooting approaches.
In Sec. 4.3, three main categories of engineering challenges could be identified, which constitutes a strong basis for subsequent research. These categories are Dependencies in Soft- and Hardware, Managing Experiments
and Model Versions, and Hyperparameter Setting and
Tuning.
To ultimately supply adequate software engineering
tools for ML, a larger body of empirical knowledge and
concrete requirements are needed (as in [9]). Similar investigations need to be conducted with additional participants, including a more diverse population and different
research institutes, to see to what extent the present observations are representative. Further, it would be interesting to observe researchers of the same institute in a longterm study as the paradigm shift in EO still lasts and it can
be expected that involved researchers will be increasingly
versed. The striking role of data processing needs to be
considered in further research iterations, e. g. by explicitly
comparing data-scientists’ perceptions to algorithm developers’ perceptions. The general approach of combining
semi-structured interviews with the think-aloud workflow
sketching task turned out to be suitable. Interviews can
further be sharpened. The think-aloud sketching task was
newly implemented and thus needs to be evaluated even
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further. Still, it has proven to be a promising approach for
capturing deeper insights into internalised conceptions.
It is proven and evident practice to exploratory identify perceptions, requirements and challenges in qualitative research and subsequently derive less flexible items
from that for a qualitative large-scale survey (e. g. by Kim
et al. [9, 10]). Accordingly, the next step should be to conduct such a qualitative study to substantiate and further
refine the present findings.

6 Conclusion
With the shift from computational to data-driven science [27] Earth Observation (EO) increasingly relies on
Machine Learning (ML) approaches to process and analyse vast amounts of heterogeneous and continuous data
streams. Simultaneously, the engineering aspects of ML
become more demanding. Established software engineering measures cannot straightforwardly be tailored to
that [1, 8]. To meet the specific requirements of EO researchers, we seek to understand (RQ1) what their ML
workflows look like and to what extent they reflect
textbook-like depictions and (RQ2) what they perceive to
be the main challenge in ML development. In this initial
study, the experimental design of semi-structured expert
interviews in combination with a novel implementation of
the think-aloud task was tested with five domain experts.
Results were analysed by predefined categories and with
coding.
While sketched workflows were pretty textbook-like,
real processes indeed were described as messier and more
intuitive. Participants do have a clear conception of abstract workflows but tend to struggle with a lack of structure in ML engineering. Most interestingly, in this sample group participants with long employment duration
sketched their own workflow pretty clear and textbooklike, while members that were new in the group tended
to describe their individual processes in a realistic and
task-oriented way. This discrepancy could not be found in
the experts’ explicit explanations regarding their everyday
work. This observation suggests that development processes do not get less opaque, but developers learn to map
their tasks to abstract conceptions and to present their
work properly with time. Furthermore, experts did not
view themselves as core software engineers. While they
were pretty optimistic about scientific breakthroughs, they
perceived the engineering part to be more challenging.
Three main categories of engineering challenges could be
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identified and serve as a basis for further iterations of investigation. Public research institutes need to be able to
keep up with emerging commercial players and to maintain domain knowledge in future advances. To this end,
further insights are needed for efficiently supporting researchers from different domains in ML engineering. There
are already some proposed tools to support researchers in
ML engineering (e. g. [25]). It remains to be seen how such
tools can efficiently be integrated into experts’ daily work
and to which extent they remedy identified issues. A sound
body of empirical knowledge regarding specific requirements has to be built to examine their suitability.
Acknowledgment: We would like to thank our colleagues
from the DLR Earth Observation Center, who supported us
in conducting this investigation. Special thanks also to the
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experiences with us.
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7 Supplementary material
This section provides supplementary material regarding the defined interview guideline (Section 7.1) and the
sketched workflows (Section 7.2).

7.1 Interview questions
As described above, the conducted interview was semistructured. That is, there were defined leading questions,
but they were only deployed according to the expert’s explanation. Thus, in each section, the first question served
as an opening question. All subsequent questions were
then organised spontaneously depending on the context
and only asked if not already covered by the expert. Further questions were defined to support the expert, in case
the initial questions were not clear or misleading. In the
following, the main predefined questions for each of the
seven sections are listed.
Technical background
Basic information as ML related education, previous work
experience, and the current research topic.
– What kind of University degree do you have? What was
the focus/ your main subjects? Is it a Computer Science/ mathematical/ statistical background, or something different?
– To what extent and how did you learn about theoretical basics and ML techniques?
– Which working group are you associated with currently? What is your position within the working
group?
– Please describe your employment background/ career
up to now/ previous professional experience.
– What is the title of your current topic? What is the exact name of your current research field?
Current work
Research topic and usual everyday task. Particularly, it
was aimed to understand on what level (theoretically, application orientated, development orientated) and to what
extent and by which means researchers work with or on
ML processes.
– What does your everyday work look like (open description)?
– What projects do you currently work on? (if a PhD student also: What is the topic of your doctoral thesis?
– How is your work connected to ML? What role does ML
play in work?

–
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Do you consider ML methods to be the focus of your
work or is it rather a tool to achieve something else?

Further inquiries if needed: Which ML techniques do you
use? Which programming language, frameworks, or IDEs
do you work with? Which parts do you (have to) implement
manually? Do you also use alternative techniques, or have
you considered alternative implementations?
Individual workflow
Conduction of think-aloud task (see Sec. 3.2), followed by
prepared questions regarding specific characteristics of
the individual workflows.
Please sketch your workflow and explain what you
are drawing verbally.
– Can you subdivide your work somehow?
– How would you outline the general process?
– How easy is it for you to sketch that? Is some part particularly difficult to sketch? (after the expert finished
the sketch)
Depending on the expert’s response further questions are
needed, for instance:
– What would you do then?
– How would you know that?
– How do you define this phase to be completed?
– What are the individual steps of that?
– What dependencies/ iterations are there? How to handle feedback?
– What do you do when the outcome is not as expected?
ML in own work
Details of particular steps, e. g. effort of time and work, collaboration, challenges and troubleshooting.
– Opening question: Does the drawing reflect your work
well?
– Are all phases equally in the focus of your work?
– How labour-intensive/time-consuming do you perceive the individual phases to be? Which phases are
more intuitive/ cognitively demanding/?
– Do you work on them alone or in collaboration with
others? Is the cooperation cooperative or sequential?
Where are the points of contact?
– In which phases do you see the biggest sources of
problems?
– Which of the phases are particularly relevant for the
predictions of the system in reality?
– How do you deal with them when you encounter problems in development? To whom do you report?
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The situation in ML
Shift of focus from individual to a more general context,
namely experts’ view on best practices and state-of-the-art
in a more general context.
– Would the sketch also apply to the work of colleagues?
Is it universal/ variable/ Context-dependent?
– Do you think it possible to describe an ML-workflow
in general terms? What are textbook phrases vs. real
steps?
– How well do you know the work of your colleagues/
partners? Is there any documentation? Best practice for
comparability?
– How do you inform each other about your work? Level
of details, individual steps, particular parameter, issues
and limitations
– How difficult is it to become familiar with the work of
other researchers in your domain?
Self-assessment
Experts reported their perception of their personal skills
and obstacles in the context of ML.
– Opening question: Would you describe ML as one of
your core areas?
– Do you feel you have a good overview of the development process?
– Would you consider yourself to be an ML expert? If
not, who is an ML expert to you? How would you define that?
– Optionally, if not yet covered: Would you describe the
development as black-box/opaque?
Closing questions
Explicit questions, e. g. concerning engineering challenges were placed at the very end to avoid priming. Further, participants had the opportunity to provide final
comments and to pose questions.
– Opening Question: What do you think are the biggest
challenges in ML? Unused potentials? Limitations?
– What would be a helpful support to improve the daily
work?
– If you could wish for anything – what would that be?
– Do you have any further comments on any of the questions asked?
– Do you have questions about the interview, the evaluation or the requirements analysis in general?

7.2 Workflows
A simplified depiction of WF2 can already be found in
the manuscript itself. The present section accordingly provides illustrations of WF1, WF3, WF4 and WF5, in Figure 4,
Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 5, respectively.

Figure 2: Workflow No. 3 (WF3) – Example ML Workflow sketched by
one of the experts in the Think-Aloud task.

Figure 3: Workflow No. 4 (WF4) – Example ML Workflow sketched by
one of the experts in the Think-Aloud task.
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Figure 4: Workflow No. 1 (WF1) – Example ML Workflow sketched by one of the experts in the Think-Aloud task.

Figure 5: Workflow No. 5 (WF5) – Example ML Workflow sketched by
one of the experts in the Think-Aloud task.
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